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1 Introduction

Most (American and European) cities exhibit stark and persisting socioeco-

nomic disparities across neighborhoods and racial groups. In particular in the

US, segregated black workers residing in inner cities often face lower wages

and higher unemployment probabilities than other workers residing elsewhere

in the city.

Even though the link between urban segregation and labor market out-

comes of ethnic minorities has been extensively debated and studied by social

scientists (see, among others, Kain, 1968; Massey and Denton, 1988; Holzer,

1991; Benabou, 1993; Borjas 1995; Wilson, 1996; Cutler and Glaeser, 1997;

Topa, 2001), we still do not have a clear understanding of this link. It may

be because two seemingly unrelated issues are at stake: the location choices of

workers in cities and their consequences in the labor market.

In the present paper, location choices are driven by households (both blacks

and whites) consciously choosing to trade off proximity to neighbors of sim-

ilar racial backgrounds for proximity to jobs. However, while many ques-

tions whether minority households can truly choose where to reside with U.S.

metropolitan areas (choice constrained by housing discrimination), it is gener-

ally assumed that in the absence of locational constraints the resulting spatial

equilibrium would conform to that of standard monocentric models, i.e., we

would not be able to improve welfare by moving people around, there would

be no market failure, and, thus, no role for policy intervention (see e.g. Fu-

jita, 1989). The model presented here essentially contests this proposition, by

pointing out that multiple spatial equilibria arise under reasonable assump-

tions on racial preferences and that one equilibrium is arguable inferior to the

other so that there is some role for policy intervention.

To be more precise, we consider three different groups: whites, conformist

blacks who abide by the ghetto’s norms and thus wish to live among blacks, and

status-seeker blacks who abide by the norms of the white majority and thus

wish to live close to whites. As stated above, the spatial separation between

racial groups does not result from housing discrimination but is caused by the

voluntary choices of individuals who desire to interact exclusively with other

individuals of their own community. Given the residential structure of the city,

there are two main factors that determine job acquisition: labor discrimination

and the amount of information workers can gather about jobs through (local)

social networks and (local) formal sources of information.

We show that multiple equilibria emerge depending on which equilibrium
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individuals coordinate their residential choices. In the ‘Spatial-Mismatch Equi-

librium’, blacks reside far away from jobs, experience high unemployment rates

and have poor social networks. In the ‘Spatial-Matching Equilibrium’, blacks

are close to jobs and experience low unemployment rates whereas whites, who

locate further away from jobs, can still face a low unemployment rate because

they are not discriminated against. We demonstrate that under some con-

dition, workers are better off under the Spatial-Matching Equilibrium than

under the Spatial-Mismatch Equilibrium, confirming various empirical studies

that show that spatial mismatch is very harmful to blacks.

We also show that access to jobs does not matter very much for whites

(because they are not being discriminated against) nor for status-seeker blacks

(because of their local interactions with whites) but does matter very much for

conformist blacks. We are also able to highlight the fact that social networks

strongly depend on location and physical distance to jobs, which implies that

social networks differ across locations and groups.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. The model is intro-

duced in the next section. In section 3, we determine the different urban

land-use equilibria and the associated labor-market outcomes. In section 4,

we compare the two equilibria and discuss some important implications of our

model. Section 5 extends the model by explicitly deriving the discrimination

behavior of employers and the endogenous wage setting. It also proposes a set

of numerical simulations that illustrates the workings of the model. Finally,

section 6 concludes.

2 The model

Let us consider a continuum of equally productive workers (blacks and whites)1

uniformly distributed along a linear and closed city. All land is owned by ab-

sentee landlords and all firms are exogenously located in the Business District

(BD hereafter). The BD is a unique employment center located at one end

of the linear city. In a centralized city, it corresponds to the Central Business

District, whereas in a completely decentralized city, it represents suburban

employment. We assume that firms only resort to two types of recruitment

methods: by word of mouth, or by posting ‘want ads’ in local newspapers.

1In this paper, we do not focus on differences in education between blacks and whites.

On the contrary, we want to compare their labor market outcomes for a given level of human

capital.
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This assumption will have important consequences on the amount of locally

available information about jobs in each residential district (see subsection 2.2

below). Workers are risk neutral, optimally decide their place of residence be-

tween the BD and the other end of the city, and all consume the same amount

of land (normalized to 1 for simplicity). Without loss of generality, the density

of residential land parcels is taken to be unity, so that there are exactly x units

of housing within a distance x from the BD. As mentioned in our introduction

and discussed in detail below, there are three groups: two types of blacks re-

spectively denoted by BS (status-seeker blacks) and BC (conformist blacks),

and whites denoted by W . The sizes of each population group are respectively

denoted by NBS, NBC and NW , with NBS + NBC + NW ≡ 1, so that the

second end of the city is at a distance equal to 1 from the BD.

2.1 Racial preferences and utilities

In our model, racial preferences play a fundamental role because the desire–

or reluctance–to interact with other racial groups can influence the relative

location of each community in the city. The present subsection discusses our

way of modeling such preferences.

As stated in the introduction, residential segregation occurs because in-

dividuals prefer to interact exclusively with other individuals of their own

community. This assumption may seem provocative but has both theoretical

and empirical foundations. From a theoretical point of view, Loury (1999)

observes that ‘even a mild desire for people to live near members of their own

race can lead to a strikingly severe degree of segregation in the aggregate’.

This is indeed a well know result in ‘preference models’ (see the theoretical

and empirical studies of Schelling, 1971, Galster, 1990, 2000). In a recent em-

pirical study, Ihlanfeldt and Scafidi (2002) find evidence that racial preferences

is a large, if not the main factor that explains housing segregation in Atlanta,

Boston, Detroit and Los Angeles. They show that the respective preferences

of blacks and whites for the racial composition of their neighborhoods account

for 65% and 9% of housing segregation in those cities. This is in accordance

with the controversial observation that ‘segregation is partly–and for most

middle-class Afro-Americans, largely–a voluntary phenomenon’ (Patterson,

1997).2

2To explain why individuals have such racial preferences is beyond the scope of the

present paper. It should be noted however that both majority and minority groups may have

reasons to segregate themselves. In particular, it is believed that minority groups may wish
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To model this behavior, we assume that there exist costs or benefits as-

sociated with living near and interacting with individuals of a different race.

The idea is not new in the literature on ghettos (see for instance Cutler and

Glaeser, 1997, who present a stylized model in which blacks incur a cost to

move into areas where whites are a majority, and whites bear a similar cost to

move into mostly black areas). We adopt a fairly similar way of modeling racial

preferences. In our model, the further an individual locates from another race

group, the fewer contacts the individual is likely to establish with members of

that race group. This means that individuals from a given community who

seek interracial contacts will value living close to the other community, whereas

individuals who prefer to interact exclusively with members of their own group

will shun such locations. Thus, depending on their tastes for interracial social

interactions, individuals may benefit or suffer from a group-specific external-

ity increasing or decreasing with the distance to the physical frontier between

races.

In order to keep the model tractable, we assume that groups always form

spatially homogenous communities. In other words, we only focus on equilibria

in which all the members of a given community live together and thus do not

mix with members of other communities (this is in accordance with real-world

cities; see e.g. Table 1 in Borjas, 1998). This is because the aim of this paper

is not to explain why segregation occurs (or why only homogenous communi-

ties emerge in equilibrium)3 but rather to analyze the consequences of urban

segregation on labor market outcomes. In this context, what only matters for

a white (black) worker in terms of racial preferences is the residential location

of the closest black (white) individual.

We will now express the utility functions of workers. To do that, let us

consider an individual located in x. If this individual is white, we denote by

bB(x) the location of the closest black worker from x. If this individual is a

conformist black or a status-seeker black, we denote by bW (x) the location of

the closest white from x. Since communities are assumed to be homogenous,

to share a common culture with their neighbors or to interact in their own language (Akerlof,

1997, Akerlof and Kranton, 2000), that they may be prejudiced against whites or may have

expectations of unfavorable treatment by whites in white neighborhoods (Ihlanfeldt and

Scafidi, 2002) and that clustering together might enable them to mobilize common resources

(Yinger, 1985), improving their access to ethnic goods such as food, education or religious

service.
3The endogenous formation of segregation has been analyzed in the urban economics

literature by, among others, Courant and Yinger (1977), Yinger (1976) and surveyed by

Fujita (1989, ch.7) and Kanemoto (1980).
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observe that: (i) by definition, the location of the closest black (white) individ-

ual is the location of the closest border between communities; (ii) both bB(x)

and bW (x) are step functions such that generically b
0
B(x) = 0 and b

0
W (x) = 0

wherever these functions are defined and differentiable. This is because two

close neighbors share the same closest neighborhood border. Therefore, the

respective utility functions for a white, a status-seeker black, and a conformist

black worker of employment status j = U,E, and location x, are given by:

VWj(x) = yj − t x−R(x) + eW |x− bB(x)| (1)

VBSj(x) = yj − t x−R(x) + eBS |x− bW (x)| (2)

VBCj(x) = yj − t x−R(x) + eBC |x− bW (x)| (3)

where yj is the exogenous income of a worker with employment status j (yE and

yU are respectively the wage of the employed and the unemployment benefit,

with yE > yU > 0), t is the commuting cost per unit of distance, R(x) is the

land rent at a distance x from the BD and ei measures racial preferences.

The following comments are in order. First, we have assumed that, ir-

respective of race, all workers are paid the same wage. This is because all

workers have the same education level and are equally productive. We will

treat the case of endogenous wages in section 5. Second, we have assumed

that the unemployed and the employed bear the same commuting cost per

unit of distance. This assumption can be justified by considering that, when

unemployed, workers still have to go to the BD in order to shop. Even though it

is not essential to our model, this assumption simplifies the analysis. Third, in

our formulation, the racial externality incurred by a worker of one community

is expressed through the distance to the other community. Therefore, racial

preferences are captured through the fact that individuals may want to live far

from or close to the other community so as to interact or avoid contact with

members of the other group. We assume that all whites want to live far away

from blacks and that some blacks (labeled ‘conformist blacks’) want to live

far away from whites. In our framework, this requires eW > 0 and eBC > 0.

For these two types of workers, it is easy to see that when the distance to the

other community increases, utility increases, reflecting the disutility of interra-

cial contacts with neighbors. This is the case because some black workers may

not ‘trust’ people from other communities, especially whites, especially when

they have been historically discriminated against. In a similar way, whites may

not ‘trust’ blacks because of some traumatic experiences such as crime or fear

of crime (see Alesina and La Ferrara, 2001, for an interesting study on trust
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and racial mixing). To the contrary, we assume that there is another group of

blacks (labeled ‘status-seeker blacks’) who would like to live close to whites,

implying eBS < 0. It is then easy to see that, for status-seeker blacks, utility

increases with proximity to the boundary between communities, reflecting the

benefit of living close to the other community.

These differences in behavior among blacks have sociological justifications:

it has been observed that when a community is or has been socially excluded

from a dominant group, some will identify with the dominant culture whereas

others may reject it, even if it involves low economic returns for the latter

subgroup (Akerlof and Kranton, 2000).4 To summarize, in our model, some

black workers are ‘status-seekers’ (eBS < 0) abiding by the white group’s

norms and trying to develop social contacts with whites, whereas others are

‘conformists’ willing to maintain a group culture (like e.g. black nationalism),

which implies social distance between themselves and whites (eBC > 0). In the

urban space, the former are willing to live close to whites (eBS < 0) whereas

the latter are less sensitive to the issue of integration and value residing far

away from the white community (eBC > 0).

2.2 Social networks and the job acquisition rate

At any moment, workers can either be employed or unemployed. We assume

that changes in the employment status (employment versus unemployment)

are governed by a continuous-time Markov process. In our framework, there is

a two-stage procedure to obtain a job. First, workers must have a job contact

with a firm and then a job match with this firm (as for example in Pissarides,

2000, ch.6). The first stage requires that unemployed workers acquire infor-

mation about jobs (this process will be detailed below) in order to establish a

contact. In the second stage, the match is automatically realized for whites,

whereas it is realized with probability m < 1 for any black worker. This is

because we assume that there are two types of firms in the economy: non-

discriminating firms (in proportion m) and discriminating firms (in proportion

4Empirical studies confirm such a behavioral split between blacks. For instance, Bledsoe

et al. (1995) show that inner-city blacks and those living in predominantly black neigh-

borhoods show stronger racial solidarity towards blacks as a whole than black suburbanites

and black residents of racially-mixed neighborhoods. In a similar perspective, Cutler and

Glaeser (1997) observe that it is skilled minorities who actually come into contact with

whites, whereas unskilled minorities are left behind in segregated areas. This suggests that

the different inclinations could be attributable to differences in skills, maybe because skilled

individuals may benefit more from integration than unskilled individuals.
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1 −m). So when a black worker has a contact with a firm, this job contact
is transformed into a job match only if the firm does not discriminate against

blacks. The probability 1−m can represent the prejudices of employers who

dislike associating with black workers (see Becker, 1957). The labor discrim-

ination against black workers, especially in cities, is well documented. See in

particular Raphael, Stoll and Holzer (2000) and Holzer and Reaser (2000).

We assume that job contacts randomly occur at an endogenous rate θi for

a worker of type i = W,BS,BC, while the exogenous job separation rate is

δ.5 In this context, the job acquisition rate (that is the transition rate from

unemployment to employment) is the product of the job contact rate and the

probability of a job match. Since whites always transform a job contact into

a job match, their job acquisition rate is equal to their job contact rate θW .

For blacks, the job contact rate must be multiplied by m (the probability

that the contacted firm is not discriminating). In this context, the expected

duration of employment is given by 1/δ for all workers whereas the expected

durations of unemployment differ among groups and amount to 1/θW , 1/mθBS

and 1/mθBC for whites, status-seeker blacks and conformist blacks respectively.

It then follows that a white worker spends a fraction θW/(θW+δ) of his lifetime

employed and a fraction δ/(θW + δ) of his lifetime unemployed. For status-

seeker blacks and conformist blacks these fractions are respectively given by

mθBS/(mθBS+δ) and δ/(mθBS+δ), and mθBC/(mθBC+δ) and δ/(mθBC+δ).

Let us now determine the job contact rate θi, which is group-specific. It is

given by:6

θi = µ+ λ si − β xi i =W,BS,BC (4)

where µ > 0 is the common information about jobs available to anyone (inde-

pendently of race or space), si denotes the (endogenous) local social network

of a worker of type i, and xi is the (endogenous) average distance to the em-

ployment center for workers of type i. λ and β are positive parameters that

measure the respective impacts of social networks and distance to jobs on the

job contact rate.

In our framework, the higher the job contact rate, the shorter an unem-

ployed worker is expected to wait before experiencing a job contact. In the

5The higher θi and δ, the shorter the expected periods of time before a job contact or a

job destruction. For instance, if θi tends towards infinity, then the unemployed workers of

type i never have to wait before establishing a contact with a firm. If δ tends to zero then

the duration of employment tends to infinity.
6Here also the assumption that each community lives in a racially homogenous neighbor-

hood is important to derive θi.
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specification we have chosen, the job contact rate only depends on the amount

of information workers can gather about job opportunities in the BD. Formula

(4) assumes that a given level of information is available to anyone in the city

and that this level of information may be altered locally, through social net-

works or formal sources of information. Indeed, the bulk of information about

jobs is obtained locally, through employed friends or local newspapers. In other

words, besides the common knowledge factor, there are two ways of learning

about jobs: either employed workers hear about the job on the workplace and

transmit this information to all their residential unemployed neighbors, or the

unemployed directly read about job opportunities in the newspapers published

in their area of residence. It should be clear that none of these channels in-

volve commuting to the BD since, in our framework, it is information that

reaches the neighborhood and workers only commute to the BD in order to

work and shop. This is why the job acquisition rate θi is group-specific and

the probability of finding a job is the same for all unemployed workers within

a given group i (what matters is the neighborhood of residence and not the

individual’s particular location within that neighborhood).

Let us now present in detail the two channels through which information

about jobs can be gathered. The first channel operates via social networks

which are built upon local connections. The local connections that individuals

from a given group i can use to find a job are measured by si which we assume

to be a positive function of that group’s employment rate 1−ui (or equivalently
a negative function of the unemployment rate ui). In other words, when the

unemployment rate is high among a particular group, individuals of that group

have few connections that can refer them to jobs and their social network is

poor (Calvo-Armengol, 2000, Calvo-Armengol and Zenou, 2001, Montgomery,

1991, Mortensen and Vishwanath, 1994, Topa, 2001).7 In our model, only

the employed can transmit information about jobs and there are negative ex-

ternalities associated with unemployment: a group with a high proportion of

unemployed workers offers few connections to jobs, so that members of that

group have few chances to find a job. In this respect, the employment rate

measures the quality of a group’s social network since the probability to find a

job increases with the proportion of one’s neighbors who currently hold a job.

7Resorting to word of mouth and newspaper ads are two major job search methods that

are used by young males (see Holzer, 1987, 1988). Word of mouth, in particular, seems to be

of crucial importance: almost 70 percent of the jobs obtained by white workers and almost

60 percent of those obtained by black workers are found by checking with relatives or friends

or through direct application without referral (Holzer, 1987).
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These negative externalities associated with unemployment can be compared

to those of the standard matching model (Pissarides, 2000) in which the pres-

ence of other unemployed workers lowers the job acquisition rate because of

search or congestion externalities.

As far as whites are concerned, individuals only use (local) connections

with other whites so that their social network is simply defined by:

sW = 1− uW (5)

For blacks, there are two cases depending on their residential location in the

city. If they reside far away from whites, then they only benefit from their own

connections to jobs and thus:

sB = 1− uB (6)

If, to the contrary, blacks reside in the same neighborhood as whites (or, more

accurately in our model, in an adjacent neighborhood) then they benefit from

their own connections to jobs and also from part of the social network of whites

(because of the local interactions between the two neighboring groups). In this

case, the social network of blacks depends on their own employment rate but

also on that of their white neighbors, so that we have:

sB = α(1− uW ) + (1− α)(1− uB) (7)

with 0 < α < 1. This local externality causes the employment rate in the

black neighborhood to be positively affected by the employment rate in the

adjacent white area. However, depending on the value of α, blacks can benefit

more or less from whites’ connections to jobs. If for example α is close to

1, then blacks benefit almost entirely from the social network of their white

neighbors, so that they have access to a local social network which is almost as

good as that of whites. To the contrary, a very low α indicates that, because

of racial prejudices, there are very few contacts between blacks and whites

living in adjacent neighborhoods, so that the social network spillover between

the two groups is very limited. The existence of such externalities across

neighborhoods is empirically verified. For instance, using Census Tract data

for Chicago in 1980 and 1990, Topa (2001) finds a significantly positive amount

of social interactions across neighboring tracts, especially for areas with a high

proportion of less educated workers and/or minorities.

The second way workers can learn about jobs involves local formal sources

of information. What we have in mind here is the amount of information
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conveyed by ads in local newspapers. Obviously, this type of information is

available to all workers residing in the same neighborhood since they can all

buy the same local newspaper. Since employers tend to post more ads in news-

papers that cover areas adjacent to their firms, we assume that the quantity of

information available in each district decreases with the district’s distance to

the BD. This is why, in (4), we have considered that the job acquisition rate

of type-i workers negatively depends on xi, the workers’ average distance to

the BD–which should be considered as a measure of the district’s distance to

firms–. As a matter of fact, several empirical studies on job search confirm

that distance to jobs deteriorates the information one has on job opportuni-

ties and that job accessibility is crucial to get a job (see for example Rogers,

1997, Stoll, 1999). In particular, Ihlanfeldt (1997) has shown that Atlanta’s

inner-city residents are less able to identify the location of suburban employ-

ment centers than suburbanites and thus, have less information on those jobs.

Turner (1997) has shown that, in Detroit’s suburbs, firms which resort to local

recruitment methods have very few inner-city black applicants. In our model,

firms only use local recruitment methods (such as local newspapers or rely-

ing on word-of-mouth communication), which emphasizes the adverse effect of

physical distance to jobs.

To sum up, the job contact rate strongly depends on the availability of

information in each district. In our formulation, workers of a specific group

obtain information about jobs through their social networks (measured by the

number of employed workers in their community) but also through the quantity

of formal information about jobs which reaches their neighborhood (measured

by their district’s distance to the BD).

2.3 The labor market

As stated above, changes in the employment status of a worker of type i =

W,BS,BC are governed by a time continuous Markov process in which θi is

the (group-specific) job contact rate and δ is the job destruction rate. In steady

state, flows into and out of unemployment are equal. Therefore, for whites, we

have:

uW =
δ

θW + δ
(8)

whereas for status-seeker and conformist blacks, we respectively obtain:

uBS =
δ

mθBS + δ
(9)
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uBC =
δ

m θBC + δ
(10)

where ui denotes the unemployment rate of workers of type i = W,BS,BC.

Observe from (8), (9) and (10), that the steady state unemployment and em-

ployment rates correspond to the respective fractions of time a worker remains

unemployed and employed over his infinite lifetime. Equations (8), (9) and (10)

can also be interpreted as the probabilities a type-i worker will be unemployed

or employed in steady state.

We are now able to calculate the expected utilities of each group. To do

that, we assume perfect capital markets with a zero interest rate,8 which enable

workers to smooth their income over time as they enter and leave unemploy-

ment: workers save while employed and draw down on their savings when out

of work. At any moment, the disposable income of a type-i worker is thus equal

to that worker’s average income over the job cycle. Therefore, the expected

utility of a worker of type i =W,BS,BC residing in x is given by:

EVi = (1− ui)ViE(x) + uiViU(x)

where ViE and ViU are given by (1), (2) or (3), and ui is determined by (8),

(9) or (10).

To write this expected utility, we have assumed that, because workers are

able to smooth their income over time, a worker’s residential location remains

fixed as he enters and leaves unemployment. This is more realistic than assum-

ing that changes in employment status involve changes in residential location.

3 The different equilibria

In equilibrium, all workers of the same type reach the same utility level: vW ,

vBS and vBC for whites, status-seeker blacks, and conformist blacks respec-

tively. Therefore, the bid rent of a white worker residing at a distance x from

8When there is a zero interest rate, workers have no intrinsic preference for the present

so that they only care about the fraction of time they spend employed and unemployed.

Therefore, the expected utilities are not state dependent. For example, since a white worker

spends a fraction θW /(θW+δ) of his lifetime employed and a fraction δ/(θW+δ) unemployed,

his average income is equal to θW
θW+δyE+

δ
θW+δyU . The same analysis applies for status-seeker

and conformist blacks.
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the BD is equal to:9

ΨW (x, vW ) =
θW

θW + δ
(yE − yU) + yU − t x+ eW |x− bB(x)|− vW (11)

whereas those of status-seeker and conformist blacks are respectively given by:

ΨBS(x, vBS) =
m θBS

m θBS + δ
(yE − yU) + yU − t x+ eBS |x− bW (x)|− vBS (12)

ΨBC(x, vBC) =
m θBC

m θBC + δ
(yE − yU) + yU − t x+ eBC |x− bW (x)|− vBC (13)

In equilibrium, (absentee) landlords allocate land to the highest bids. Since

we assume that groups always form spatially homogenous communities and

since bid rents are all linear in x (recall that generically b0B(x) = 0 and b
0
W (x) =

0), it is then easy to verify that six different equilibrium land-use configurations

can arise depending on the relative ranking of whites (W ), status-seeker blacks

(BS) and conformist blacks (BC) in the city. However, we show that under

a reasonable assumption, only two equilibria can be sustained: Equilibrium 1,

in which, moving outward from the BD, we have the location of the following

groups: W,BS,BC (see Figure 1) and Equilibrium 2, in which, starting from

the BD, we have: BC,BS,W (see Figure 2). We will refer to Equilibrium 1 as

the Spatial-Mismatch Equilibrium since, under that equilibrium, blacks reside

far away from jobs.10 To the contrary, Equilibrium 2 corresponds to a situation

in which blacks reside close to jobs and that we will call the Spatial-Matching

Equilibrium.

9The bid rent is a standard concept in urban economics. It indicates the maximum land

rent that a worker located at a distance x from the BD is ready to pay in order to achieve

utility level v.
10The spatial mismatch hypothesis, first formulated by Kain (1968), states that, residing

in urban segregated areas distant from and poorly connected to major centers of employment

growth, black workers face strong geographic barriers to finding and keeping well-paid jobs.

See the surveys by Holzer (1991), Kain (1992), Ihlanfeldt and Sjoquist (1998) and Gobillon

et al. (2003).
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Proposition 1 Assume that11

eBC < |eBS| < eW (14)

Then, we have multiple equilibria in which either the Spatial-Mismatch Equi-

librium (Equilibrium 1) or the Spatial-Matching Equilibrium (Equilibrium 2)

occur.

Proof. See Appendix 1.

The following comments are in order. First, observe that assuming eBC <

|eBS| < eW means that whites are more eager to isolate themselves from blacks

than status-seeker blacks to have contacts with whites (eW > |eBS|), while
status-seeker blacks are more eager to have contacts with whites than con-

formist blacks to isolate themselves from whites (|eBS| > eBC). This is in

accordance with the findings of Cutler, Glaeser and Vigdor (1999) who find

that whites are more likely to oppose living in a majority-black neighborhood

than blacks in either a majority-black or white neighborhood. The reasons

why only Equilibrium 1 and Equilibrium 2 can be sustained under assump-

tion (14) are quite easy to understand. The assumption that eBC < |eBS| is
used to rule out the two urban configurations in which whites locate in be-

tween status-seeker blacks and conformist blacks, so that status-seeker blacks

and conformist blacks must locate on the same side of whites. Moreover, the

two other urban configurations in which conformist blacks locate in between

whites and status-seeker blacks can never be sustained since the two black

groups would always prefer to switch locations (since eBC > 0 and eBS < 0).

It follows, using eW > |eBS|, that status-seeker blacks must always locate in
between whites and conformist blacks, so that only Equilibrium 1 and Equi-

librium 2 can exist.

Second, recall that we have focused on spatially homogenous communities.

Relaxing this assumption would lead to more equilibria than those stated in

Proposition 1 since communities would be able to form subgroups in the urban

space. Recall nevertheless that the focus of our model is to explain the adverse

effect of distance to jobs on labor market outcomes rather than to explain the

endogenous formation of spatially homogenous neighborhoods. Thus, since

11We also assume that |eBS | < t < eW . These are just technical conditions that are

not necessary to obtain the results of Proposition 1 (see Appendix 1). The first condition

(t < eW ) ensures that the bid rent of whites is increasing in Equilibrium 2 and the second

condition (|eBS | < t) guarantees that the bid rents of all blacks are decreasing in both

equilibria.
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status-seeker and conformist blacks always live in adjacent areas, there exists

only one border between racial communities for each equilibrium. This implies

that bkB(x) and b
k
W (x) are independent of x and equal to a constant b

k (where

bk denotes the unique border location in Equilibrium k = 1, 2).

Third, let us now discuss the existence of multiple equilibria. Assumption

(14) guarantees that eW > |eBS| which makes both Equilibria 1 and 2 sus-
tainable (otherwise status-seeker blacks would always outbid whites for their

locations and the urban configuration would not be sustainable). The reason

we have multiple equilibria is because the driving force behind the location of

communities is racial preferences since commuting costs do not discriminate

between blacks and whites (the commuting cost per unit of distance is the

same for all races). Therefore, multiple equilibria emerge since what matters

is only the desire of workers to live or not to live with other individuals of

their communities. This is because distance to jobs equally affects the loca-

tion decision of each community and thus does not favor any of the two urban

configurations. In this context, which equilibrium will prevail only depends

on the coordination of workers. Observe that both equilibria exhibit racially

homogeneous neighborhoods. This is indeed a well documented phenomenon

in US cities. In 1979, for example, the average black lived in a neighborhood

that was 63.6% black, even though blacks formed only 14.9% of the popula-

tion (Borjas, 1998). In the last Census (1990), the figures were similar (Cutler,

Glaeser and Vigdor, 1999).

Finally, note that in both Equilibria 1 and 2, it is status-seeker blacks who

reside close to whites and thus benefit from the social network of whites in

addition to their own connections to jobs. To the contrary, conformist blacks

live far away from whites and only benefit from their own social network. This

implies that (6) and (7) can now be rewritten as:

sBC = 1− uBC (15)

sBS = α(1− uW ) + (1− α)(1− uBS) (16)

We are now able to determine the job contact rate of each community.

Using (5), (15) and (16), we can rewrite (4) for Equilibrium k = 1, 2 as:

θkW = µ+ λ(1− ukW )− β xkW (17)

θkBS = µ+ λ
h
α(1− ukW ) + (1− α)(1− ukBS)

i
− β xkBS (18)

θkBC = µ+ λ(1− ukBC)− β xkBC (19)
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Observe that λ measures the marginal gain in social network following a

rise in employment rate(s) whereas β accounts for the marginal loss of for-

mal information associated with distance to the BD. We impose the following

condition to guarantee that θki is always strictly positive:

µ > β (20)

In this context, the border bk between blacks and whites in equilibrium k

is such that: b1 = NW while b2 = NB ≡ NBC +NBS.

3.1 The Spatial-Mismatch Equilibrium (Equilibrium 1)

The slopes of the different bid rents are given in Appendix 1 by (46), (47) and

(48) and the resulting urban equilibrium is represented by Figure 1. In this

urban configuration, whites live close to the BD whereas status-seeker blacks

and conformist blacks live further away. Whites are attracted to the BD for

two reasons: to save on commuting costs and to be as far as possible from

the border distance b1 ≡ NW with blacks. Therefore, the equilibrium land

rent decreases from the BD to NW in order for white workers to obtain the

same utility level vW whatever their location between 0 and NW . Status-seeker

blacks are also attracted to the BD to be close to jobs and close to whites so

that the equilibrium land rent also decreases between NW and NW + NBS.

For conformist blacks, there are in fact two opposite forces: on one hand, they

would like to be close to the BD in order to save on commuting costs; on the

other hand, they would like to be as far as possible from whites and thus from

the BD. Since t > eBC , the former effect dominates the latter and land rent

also decreases between NW +NBS and 1.

Because blacks differ in their racial preferences, those among blacks who

value most interacting with other blacks will prefer to reside relatively further

away from the white community. This is why, in equilibrium, when whites

reside close to the employment center, conformist blacks locate far away from

jobs. We refer to Equilibrium 1 as a Spatial-Mismatch Equilibrium since blacks

are far away from jobs and, as we will see, they experience high unemployment

rates.

[Insert F igure 1 here]

We are now able to give a formal definition of the market equilibrium (i.e.

an equilibrium in both land and labor markets).12

12The population constraints are trivially defined since the density of individuals is one
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Definition 1 A Spatial-Mismatch Equilibrium (Equilibrium 1) is a 6-uple

(v1∗W , v
1∗
BS, v

1∗
BC , u

1∗
W , u

1∗
BS, u

1∗
BC) such that:

ΨW (NW , v
1∗
W ) = ΨBS(NW , v

1∗
BS) (21)

ΨBS(NW +NBS, v
1∗
BS) = ΨBC(NW +NBS, v

1∗
BC) (22)

ΨBC(1, v
1∗
BC) = 0 (23)

u1W =
δ

θ1∗W + δ
(24)

u1BS =
δ

m θ1∗BS + δ
(25)

u1BC =
δ

m θ1∗BC + δ
(26)

Equations (21)-(23) reflect equilibrium conditions in the land market (see

Figure 1). Equation (21) states that, in the land market, at the border NW

between whites and status-seeker blacks, bid rents must be equal. Equation

(22) says that at the border NW + NBS between status-seeker blacks and

conformist blacks, bid rents must also be equal. Equation (23) means that,

at the other end of the city (in x = 1), the bid rent of the most peripheral

conformist black worker must be equal to the agricultural land rent (normalized

to 0 for simplicity). Equations (24)-(26) express the unemployment rate for

each type of workers in which the θs are defined by (17), (18) and (19).

Since workers are uniformly distributed in the urban space, it should be

clear that:

x1∗W =
NW

2
(27)

x1∗BS = NW +
NBS

2
(28)

x1∗BC = 1−
NBC

2
(29)

In Appendix 2, we show that all unemployment rates are uniquely deter-

mined and are given by (55), (56) and (57). Solving equations (21)-(23) and

using (27)-(29) yields the following equilibrium utilities:

v1∗W = (1− u1∗W )(yE − yU) + yU − t+ eBS NBS + eBC NBC (30)

v1∗BS = (1− u1∗BS)(yE − yU) + yU − t+ eBS NBS + eBC NBC (31)

everywhere in the city.
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v1∗BC = (1− u1∗BC)(yE − yU) + yU − t+ eBC (1− NW ) (32)

It is now interesting to compare the different unemployment rates and

utility levels. We have:

Proposition 2 In the Spatial-Mismatch Equilibrium (Figure 1),

(i) Communities that live closer to jobs have lower unemployment rates:

u1∗W < u1∗BS < u
1∗
BC

In particular, whites live close to jobs, have the lowest unemployment

rate and experience the shortest unemployment spells.

(ii) Blacks who value most interacting with other blacks (conformist blacks)

live further away from jobs, have a higher unemployment rate, experience

longer unemployment spells than status-seeker blacks.

Proof. See Appendix 3.

In this equilibrium, it is clear that whites and conformist blacks are re-

spectively the most and the less favored group. Indeed, whites have a very

good access to jobs (because they are closest to jobs), are not discriminated

against, and benefit from a good social network. To the contrary, conformist

blacks have a very bad access to jobs, have a poor social network (in particu-

lar because they reside far away from whites), and are discriminated against.

Therefore, in this equilibrium, the place where conformist blacks live can be

viewed as a ghetto: unemployment is rampant and peer pressure (to conform

to the ghetto’s norms and accept adverse racial preferences) has negative ef-

fects on those who are sensitive to it. These results are partly based on the

fact that information about jobs can only be acquired locally, either through

social networks (employed friends), or via formal sources of information (local

newspapers). In this respect, conformist blacks are totally isolated from jobs,

both physically and through their local contacts, and have very little informa-

tion on job opportunities in the BD. The situation is different for status-seeker

blacks who do not live in the ghetto but seek contacts with whites. They are

less isolated from jobs, both physically and because they have contacts with

whites.
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3.2 The Spatial-Matching Equilibrium (Equilibrium 2)

In this urban configuration, the slopes of bid rents are given by (49), (50)

and (51) in Appendix 1 and the resulting urban equilibrium is described by

Figure 2. Conformist blacks live close to the BD, whereas status-seeker blacks

and whites live further away. We refer to Equilibrium 2 as a Spatial-Matching

Equilibrium since blacks now reside close to jobs and, as we will see, both

blacks and whites experience relatively low unemployment rates.

[Insert F igure 2 here]

We have:

Definition 2 A Spatial-Matching Equilibrium (Equilibrium 2) is a 6-uple

(v2∗BC , v
2∗
BS, v

2∗
W , u

2∗
BC , u

2∗
BS, u

2∗
W ) such that:

ΨBC(NBC , v
2∗
BC) = ΨBS(NBC , v

2∗
BS) (33)

ΨBS(NBC +NBS, v
2∗
BS) = 0 (34)

ΨW (NBC +NBS, v
2∗
W ) = 0 (35)

u2W =
δ

θ2∗W + δ
(36)

u2BS =
δ

m θ2∗BS + δ
(37)

u2BC =
δ

m θ2∗BC + δ
(38)

The interpretation of these equations are similar to that of (21)-(26) in

the case of Equilibrium 1 (see the previous subsection). Since workers are

uniformly distributed in the urban space, we have:

x2∗BC =
NBC

2
(39)

x2∗BS = NBC +
NBS

2
(40)

x2∗W =

Ã
1− NW

2

!
(41)

In Appendix 2, we show that unemployment rates are uniquely determined

and are given by (58), (59) and (60).
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Solving the land market conditions (33)-(35) and using (39)-(41), we come

up with the following equilibrium utilities:

v2∗BC = (1− u2∗BC)(yE − yU) + yU − tNB + (eBC − eBS)NBS (42)

v2∗BS = v
2∗
BS = (1− u2∗BS)(yE − yU) + yU − tNB (43)

v2∗W = (1− u2∗W )(yE − yU) + yU − tNB (44)

We then obtain the following result:

Proposition 3 In the Spatial-Matching Equilibrium (Figure 2), unemploy-

ment rates cannot be ranked. However,

(i) If eWNW − eBSNBS − eBCNBC > t(1 + NBS), then whites living far

away from jobs pay on average higher land rents than blacks residing at

the vicinity of the BD.

(ii) Even though status-seeker blacks are further away from jobs than con-

formist blacks, they can have a lower unemployment rate than conformist

blacks because they reside close to whites and therefore benefit from their

social network.

(iii) Even though whites are the furthest away from jobs, they can experi-

ence the lowest unemployment rate when they are sufficiently favored by

employers (because of racial discrimination against blacks).

Proof. See Appendix 4.

First, condition (i) guarantees that the average land rent paid by whites

is strictly greater than the land rent paid by blacks close to the BD. This

condition is obviously satisfied whenever there is a sufficiently large number of

whites, which is the case of most US cities. As we will see in the next section,

this equilibrium aims to describe cities such as New York or Philadelphia in

which blacks residing close to the city center pay low land rents whereas whites

living in the suburbs face expensive land values. Moreover, it is easy to see that,

in this equilibrium, whites are ready to pay a very high land rent in order to

separate themselves from blacks. This may be one of the explanations of high

land prices in American residential suburbs. Finally, one of the main results

in this proposition is to show that access to jobs is more crucial to blacks

than to whites (which is in accordance with the spatial-mismatch literature).
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Indeed, an equilibrium in which whites are the furthest away from jobs can

still have that whites have the lowest unemployment rate in the city (if m

is sufficiently low). This is because whites always transform a job contact

into a job match (since they are not discriminated against at all). Because

of their advantage in terms of labor-market discrimination, whites can easily

find a job even if they reside far away from jobs. In other words, for high

levels of labor discrimination, whites may benefit from a much better social-

network than blacks, even if they are physically isolated from jobs. To the

contrary the social networks of blacks are strongly connected to their physical

distance to jobs. However, if there are strong social network spillovers across

adjacent neighborhoods, then, for status-seeker blacks, proximity to the white

community may be even more important than proximity to jobs.

4 Discussion and implications

4.1 Comparison between the two equilibria

Since our model leads to multiple equilibria (Proposition 1), it is quite natural

to compare the utilities of agents between the different urban configurations.

This involves comparing gains and losses associated with variations in per-

manent income, transportation costs, and land consumption. Even though

analytical comparisons do not enable us to systematically rank these two equi-

libria, it is quite easy to show that, under a condition on parameters, all

workers are better off under Equilibrium 2 than under Equilibrium 1. We have

indeed:

Proposition 4 If

tNW − eBCNBC − eBSNBS > yE − yU (45)

then all workers are better off under the Spatial-Matching Equilibrium (Equi-

librium 2) than under the Spatial-Mismatch Equilibrium (Equilibrium 1).

Proof. See Appendix 5.

Proposition 4 states that if blacks are sufficiently keen on interacting with

whites, i.e. status-seekers are very eager to have contacts with whites (eBS suf-

ficiently negative) and conformists are not too conformist (eBC small enough),

then workers are better off under the Spatial-Matching Equilibrium (Equilib-

rium 2) than under the Spatial-Mismatch Equilibrium (Equilibrium 1).
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The intuition runs as follows. In our model, racial preferences (as well

as transport costs) are completely capitalized in land rents. Comparing the

two equilibria, condition (45) guarantees that reductions in land rents more

than compensate possible losses in permanent income or that increases in land

rents do not completely offset possible gains in permanent income. Conformist

blacks are better off under the Spatial-Matching Equilibrium (Equilibrium

2) because they are much less unemployed than under the Spatial-Mismatch

Equilibrium (Equilibrium 1) and because, even if they reside closer to jobs,

the increase in land rent is quite limited. Whites are better off even though

their unemployment rate is higher because, residing far away from jobs, they

now face lower land rents. The same intuition applies to status-seeker blacks.

4.2 How realistic are these urban equilibria?

Let us now describe in more detail our two equilibria and show that they ex-

hibit some common features with US cities. The first equilibrium, the Spatial-

Mismatch Equilibrium, is typical of many decentralized US cities where most

jobs are created in the suburbs and where blacks reside close to the city center.

Figure 1bis illustrates this case by flipping the city so that our BD corresponds

to a suburban business district that concentrates all jobs. To the contrary, the

second equilibrium, the Spatial-Matching Equilibrium, is typical of more cen-

tralized US cities where jobs are created in the city center and where blacks

live close to jobs. In fact, our two equilibria could correspond to what Glaeser

et al. (2000) have labeled ‘new cities’ (Equilibrium 1) and ‘old cities’ (Equilib-

rium 2).13 Indeed, in ‘new cities’–like e.g. Atlanta, Houston, Los Angeles or

Phoenix–, Glaeser et al. (2000) find that rich workers (mainly whites) tend

to locate in the suburbs (close to jobs), whereas poor workers (mainly blacks)

reside in the vicinity of the historical city center (far away from jobs). To the

contrary, in ‘old cities’–like e.g. Boston, Chicago, New York or Philadelphia–

, Glaeser et al. (2000) highlight a more complex urban configuration: rich

workers do not necessarily live close to jobs and many poor workers (especially

blacks) are likely to be living in the city center (close to jobs). For our pur-

pose, the main lesson to be derived from the distinction between ‘new’ and

‘old’ cities is that it highlights significant differences in the degree of spatial

13‘New cities’ are MSAs which did not rank in terms of population among the twelve

largest MSAs in 1900, but do rank among them in 1990. ‘Old cities’ are MSAs which were

already among the twelve most populated agglomerations in 1900 and are still among them

in 1990 (see Glaeser et al., 2000).
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mismatch (see Pugh, 1998, who categorizes different metropolitan areas ac-

cording to the severity of the mismatch). For instance, Atlanta (a ‘new city’)

has been shown to present spatial features that are ‘strongly consistent with

the assumptions underlying the spatial mismatch hypothesis: a majority black

central city, high rates of segregation, and high rates of entry-level job decen-

tralization’ (Ihlanfeldt and Sjoquist, 1998).14 By contrast, Chicago (an ‘old

city’) has less spatial mismatch because of job opportunities within city limits,

particularly in its central business district (Pugh, 1998).

[Insert F igure 1bis here]

The distinction between the two types of cities may thus be quite crucial.

In particular, our model predicts that all else being equal blacks living in cities

in which they are poorly connected to jobs (presumably ‘new cities’) should

experience worse labor-market outcomes than blacks residing in cities in which

minorities have better spatial and social connections to jobs (presumably ‘old

cities’). However, our model also suggests that, even in ‘old’ cities, blacks

residing closer to jobs may nevertheless experience a higher unemployment

rate than whites and even other blacks that live further away from jobs.

5 Concluding remarks

This paper has emphasized the role of labor discrimination, access to jobs,

and social networks in explaining the high unemployment rates among urban

blacks in the US. Indeed, we believe that these are three crucial factors that

have a significant impact on employment by affecting their frequency of contact

with employers and their probability of transforming this contact into a job

match. In our model, workers endogenously chose their location by trading off

commuting costs and racial preferences, leading to multiple equilibria.

An important lesson to be derived from this model is that urban segrega-

tion can be a voluntary phenomenon even if it implies very adverse outcomes

on the labor market. If some blacks value social interactions within their own

group and, because of that, are ready to segregate themselves by residing far

14In 1960, 40% of metropolitan area residents in Atlanta lived in the city center, whereas

in 1996, the proportion had fallen to 11.6%. As far as racial segregation is concerned, the

1990 Census recorded that while the Atlanta MSA was 70% white, the city of Atlanta was

70% black. As much as 65% of the region’s whites and as low as 18% of the region’s blacks

lived in the nothern suburbs of that city.
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away from jobs, then they will experience longer unemployment spells and

higher unemployment rates. This is amplified by their poor social networks

and the fact that blacks are discriminated against in the labor market. This

makes them more dependent on proximity to jobs than whites. In this context,

being close to jobs is indeed the main way minorities can gather information

about jobs, whereas this is not the case for whites. Moreover, social networks

are localized, so that blacks living far away from whites know fewer employed

people who can refer them to jobs. In other terms, blacks who reside in seg-

regated black ghettos do not benefit from local interactions with whites who

have better social networks, which all the more reduces their chances to find

a job. All these results are robust when wages and the level of discrimination

are endogenous.

Another important message of our model lies with the existence of multiple

urban equilibria and their implications for society. Indeed, in single equilibrium

models and in the absence of locational constraints or market failures, it is

generally assumed that the spatial equilibrium is efficient so that one would not

be able to improve welfare by moving people around. In our model, even though

we do not have any locational constraints nor market failures, the existence

of multiple equilibria contests this view since the urban equilibrium in which

minorities reside close to job opportunities is likely to dominate the other one.

Thus, this crucial feature of the model which can explain why cities may exhibit

different spatial structures also leaves some room for policy intervention. The

issue of how a local government can induce workers to coordinate better their

residential choices is an important issue and clearly deserves further research.
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A Appendix

A.1 Appendix 1

Proof of Proposition 1:

Since groups are assumed to form spatially homogenous communities and

since bid-rent functions are linear (recall that generically b0B(x) = 0 and

b0W (x) = 0), there are only six possible urban configurations depending on

the relative locations of the three groups: W (Whites), BS (Status-Seeker

Blacks), BC (Conformist Blacks) within the urban space.

• Equilibrium 1, in which, moving outward from the BD, we have the

location of the following groups: W,BS,BC;

• Equilibrium 2: BC,BS,W ;

• Equilibrium 3: BS,W,BC;

• Equilibrium 4: BC,W,BS;

• Equilibrium 5: W,BC,BS;

• Equilibrium 6: BS,BC,W .

Observe that all these configurations exhibit only one border between black

and white communities, except for configurations 3 and 4 which exhibit two

such borders.

The aim of this proof is twofold. First, we show that under (14), only

equilibria 1 and 2 can exist. Then, we show that we always have multiple

equilibria in which either Equilibrium 1 or 2 can occur.

Let us first show that under (14), only equilibria 1 and 2 can exist. Two

observations can be made:

First, throughout this proof, we assume that eW > t, eBC < t and |eBS| < t.
These are just technical conditions that are not necessary for the proof but

allows us to have plausible economic results.

Second, to determine an equilibrium configuration with heterogeneous work-

ers, it is necessary to rank bid rents in order of relative steepness (see Fujita,

1989). Since bid rents are always linear with respect to x (see (11), (12) and

(13)), the ranking of bid rents is thus straightforward.
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(a) Equilibrium 3

Comparing the bid rents of conformist and status-seeker blacks, it is easy

to verify that for Equilibrium 3 to be sustained, it must be that eBC > |eBS|.
This obviously contradicts (14) and thus Equilibrium 3 is ruled out.

(b) Equilibrium 4

Similarly, it is easy to verify that for Equilibrium 4 to be sustained, it must

also be that eBC > |eBS|. This obviously contradicts (14) and thus Equilibrium
3 is also ruled out.

(c) Equilibrium 5

It is easy to verify that for Equilibrium 5 to be sustained, it must be that

eBC < eBS. This is by definition impossible since eBC > 0 and eBS < 0.

(d) Equilibrium 6

It is also easy to verify that for Equilibrium 5 to be sustained, it must be

that eBC < eBS. As previously, this is by definition impossible since eBC > 0

and eBS < 0.

So far, we have shown that under assumption (14), equilibria 3, 4, 5 and 6

cannot exist. Therefore, if an equilibrium exists, it is either Equilibrium 1 or

Equilibrium 2. For each of these two equilibria, we will first show that all bid

rents are decreasing before stating the conditions under which the equilibrium

can be sustained. Then we will prove the second part of the proposition, i.e.

that we have multiple equilibria.

(e) Equilibrium 1

Using (11), (12) and (13), we have:

∂ΨW (x, v
1
W )

∂x
= −eW − t < 0 (46)

∂ΨBS(x, v
1
BS)

∂x
= eBS − t < 0 (47)

∂ΨBC(x, v
1
BC)

∂x
= eBC − t < 0 (48)

In this equilibrium, all bid rents are decreasing. Now, for Equilibrium 1 to

exist, it must be that:

∂ΨW (x, v
1
W )

∂x
<

∂ΨBS(x, v
1
BS)

∂x
<

∂ΨBC(x, v
1
BC)

∂x
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This is always true under assumption (14).

(f) Equilibrium 2

Using (11), (12) and (13),we have:

∂ΨBC(x, v
2
BC)

∂x
= −eBC − t < 0 (49)

∂ΨBS(x, v
2
BC)

∂x
= −eBS − t < 0 (50)

∂ΨW (x, v
2
W )

∂x
= eW − t > 0 (51)

In this equilibrium, both bid rents of blacks are decreasing but the bid rent

of whites is increasing. For Equilibrium 2 to hold, we must have:

∂ΨBC(x, v
2
BC)

∂x
<

∂ΨBS(x, v
2
BS)

∂x
<

∂ΨW (x, v
2
W )

∂x

This is again always true under assumption (14).This implies that, under as-

sumption (14) both equilibria prevail.

A.2 Appendix 2

We want to show that, in Equilibrium 1, unemployment rates are uniquely

determined. Equations (24)-(26) can be rewritten as:

λ (u1∗W )
2 −

³
δ + µ+ λ− βNW/2

´
u1∗W + δ = 0 (52)

λm (1−α)(u1∗BS)2−
h
δ + µm+ λm− βm (NW +NBS/2)− λαmu1∗W

i
u1∗BS+δ = 0

(53)

λm (u1∗BC)
2 −

h
δ + µm+ λm− βm (1−NBC/2)

i
u1∗BC + δ = 0 (54)

Using (20), it is easy to verify that all the discriminants of these second-

degree equations are positive and calculations show that, for each equation,

only one solution is comprised between 0 and 1 whereas the other one is al-

ways greater than 1. Unemployment rates in Equilibrium 1 are thus uniquely

determined and given by:

u1∗W =

³
δ + µ+ λ− βNW/2

´
−
q
∆1
W

2λ
(55)

u1∗BS =

h
δ + µm+ λm− βm (NW +NBS/2)− λαmu1∗W

i
−
q
∆1
BS

2λm (1− α)
(56)
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u1∗BC =

h
δ + µm+ λm− βm (1−NBC/2)

i
−
q
∆1
BC

2λm
(57)

Let us now show that unemployment rates are uniquely determined in

Equilibrium 2 as well. Using exactly the same demonstration as in Equilibrium

1 (mutatis mutandis), it is easy to verify that, using (20), there exists a unique

unemployment rate for each group i =W,BS,BC given by:

u2∗BC =
(δ + µm+ λm− βm NBC/2)−

q
∆2
BC

2λm
(58)

u2∗BS =

h
δ + µm+ λm− βm (NBC +NBS/2)− λαmu2∗W

i
−
q
∆2
BS

2λm (1− α)
(59)

u2∗W =

h
δ + µ+ λ− β (1−NW/2)

i
−
q
∆2
W

2λ
(60)

A.3 Appendix 3

Proof of Proposition 2

(i) It is straightforward to see that whites have the lowest unemployment

rate in the city since they are closest to jobs (x1∗W < x1∗BS < x1∗BC) and are
not discriminated against. From (4), this implies that they have the lowest

unemployment rate in the city and thus the best social network of all communi-

ties. As for status-seeker blacks, they are closer to jobs than conformist blacks

(x1∗BS < x
1∗
BC) and, besides, have access to the social network of whites (accord-

ing to (16)). Status-seeker blacks are thus less unemployed than conformist

blacks. It follows that u1∗W < u1∗BS < u
1∗
BC .

(ii) We have shown in (i) that conformist blacks experience the highest

unemployment rate in the city.

A.4 Appendix 4

Proof of Proposition 3

Unemployment rates cannot be ranked because distance to jobs, social

networks and the discrimination parameter may act as opposite forces in (4).
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Indeed, whites are not discriminated against but now live the furthest away

from jobs (x2∗W > x2∗BS > x
2∗
BC). Similarly, status-seeker blacks are further from

jobs than conformist blacks (x2∗BS > x2∗BC) but may benefit from the social

network of whites to the extent that it compensates for their adverse locations.

(i) Using the slopes of the bid rents, it is straightforward to verify that

R2(1) > R2(0)⇔ eWNW − eBSNBS − eBCNBC > t

and that

[R2(1) +R2(NBS +NBC)]/2 > [R
2(0) +R2(NBC)]/2

⇔ eWNW − 2eBSNBS − eBCNBC > t(1 +NBS).

Clearly, eWNW − eBSNBS − eBCNBC > t(1 + NBS) implies both of these

conditions.

(ii) The result is immediate by comparing θ2∗W , θ
2∗
BS and θ2∗BC .

(iii) The result is immediate by comparing θ2∗W , θ
2∗
BS and θ2∗BC .

A.5 Appendix 5

Proof of Proposition 4

We want to show that all workers are better off under Equilibrium 2 than

under Equilibrium 1. Using (30)-(32) and (42)-(44), we easily obtain:

v2∗W − v1∗W = (u1∗W − u2∗W )(yE − yU) + tNW − eBSNBS − eBCNBC

v2∗BC − v1∗BC = (u1∗BC − u2∗BC)(yE − yU) + tNW − eBSNBS − eBCNBC

v2∗BS − v1∗BS = (u1∗BS − u2∗BS)(yE − yU) + tNW − eBSNBS − eBCNBC

Since unemployment rates are always between 0 and 1, the difference in

unemployment rates is always between −1 and 1. In particular, we have that:

u1∗W − u2∗W > −1
u1∗BC − u2∗BC > −1
u1∗BS − u2∗BS > −1
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and thus

(u1∗W − u2∗W )(yE − yU) > −(yE − yU)
(u1∗BC − u2∗BC)(yE − yU) > −(yE − yU)
(u1∗BS − u2∗BS)(yE − yU) > −(yE − yU)

Therefore, using (45), we have:

(u1∗W − u2∗W )(yE − yU) > −(yE − yU) > −(tNW − eBCNBC − eBSNBS)

(u1∗BC − u2∗BC)(yE − yU) > −(yE − yU) > −(tNW − eBCNBC − eBSNBS)

(u1∗BS − u2∗BS)(yE − yU) > −(yE − yU) > −(tNW − eBCNBC − eBSNBS)

which implies that

tNW − eBCNBC − eBSNBS + (u
1∗
W − u2∗W )(yE − yU) > 0

tNW − eBCNBC − eBSNBS + (u
1∗
BC − u2∗BC)(yE − yU) > 0

tNW − eBCNBC − eBSNBS + (u
1∗
BS − u2∗BS)(yE − yU) > 0

and thus

v2∗W − v1∗W > 0

v2∗BC − v1∗BC > 0

v2∗BS − v1∗BS > 0
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